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The California Building Industry 
Association is a statewide trade 
association based in Sacramento 
representing thousands of member 
companies including homebuilders, 
trade contractors, architects, 
engineers, designers, suppliers and 
industry professionals in the 
homebuilding, multi-family and 
mixed-use development markets.
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Who We Are
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The building industry has historically played a significant role in California’s economic strength. That 
is why CBIA is focused on supporting intell igent, constructive policies that bolster the construction 
industry and will fight back against the efforts that seek to stifle the economic benefits of the new 
construction and homebuilding sector.

In the future, we continue to focus on a great opportunity to aggressively advocate for logical, 

balanced CEQA reform and strategic regulatory relief that will continue to spur California’s 

economic growth. 

Our Mission
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CBIA represents the interest of professionals in the housing, commercial, and mixed -
use development industry. The association has been instrumental in furthering state 
policies that:

• Simplify or eliminate restrictive, costly building regulations and introduce more 
flexibility into land use decisions.

• Balance the concern for the environment and energy conservation with the need 
for affordable housing.

• Ensure that reasonable growth and development is both planned for and 
encouraged.

• Bolster the state’s economic growth.

Our Future
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The California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) 
released a new Statewide Housing Plan, a statutorily required report updated every 
four years to outline housing challenges and strategies to address them over the 
next 10 years. The updated plan sets a bold path forward to meet California’s 
required goal of adding at least 2.5 million homes over roughly eight years, with no 
less than 1 million of those homes targeted for lower-income households. This 
represents the cumulative number of homes that cities and counties across 
California must zone for through 2030 by law and is more than double the housing 
planned for in the last eight-year housing needs cycle.

HCD: Minimum 2.5 million homes needed; 
Statewide Housing Plan sets path forward, tracks progress 
and outcomes
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California ranks 49th in the nation for the fewest homes 
per capita, with 385 existing homes per 1,000 people, 
compared with the national average of 419 homes.

- Terner Policy Center
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“To be able to qualify for any of these houses anywhere in 
the Bay Area, you have to have an average annual 
income of $235,000. For first-time home buyers, it’s 
extraordinarily hard unless they have very wealthy 
parents.”

- San Francisco Chronicle
May 6, 2022
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In the late 1960s, the average California home cost about 
3x the average household’s income. Today, it costs more 
than 7x what the average household makes.

- Public Policy Institute of California

California’s median home price is now $827,940.
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Wildfires, Chapter 7A 
& Master Planned 
Communities



‘The weakest link’: Why your house may burn while your 
neighbor’s survives the next wildfire

- The Sacramento Bee
May 9, 2022
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� A landmark 2008 building code designed for California’s fi re -

prone regions — requiring fire-resistant roofs, siding and other 

safeguards — appears to have protected the Carrells’ home 

and dozens of others l ike it from the Camp Fire. That year marks 

a pivotal moment in the state’s deadly and expensive history 

of destructive natural disasters.

� All told, about 51 percent of the 350 single-family homes 

built after 2008 in the path of the Camp Fire were undamaged, 

according to McClatchy’s analysis of Cal Fire data and Butte 

County property records. By contrast, only 18 percent of the 

12,100 homes built prior to 2008 escaped damage. Those 

figures don’t include mobile homes, which burned in nearly 

equal measure regardless of age.
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• Senate Bill 12 2021-2022

• Senate Bill 55 2021

• Senate Bill 1292 2022

CBIA Wildfire Sponsored Bill
• Assembly Bill 2705 2022

Housing Killer Legislation



New master planned communities must go through a strenuous 
environmental review under the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) and are typically planned, approved and 
implemented with numerous fire-safety features, such as:

20

� Fire-hardened homes built to the latest Chapter 7A standards

� Community-wide fuel breaks, fi re-resistant landscaping, and green belting

� Perpetual funding, maintenance and enforcement through an HOA

� Appropriate and reliable fire access and evacuation routes

� Adequate water supplies (studied pursuant to SB 610)

� Residential fi re sprinklers

� Undergrounded project uti l i ties

� Community design and siting to minimize fire risks (e.g., slope setbacks)

� New fire stations, fi re equipment and/or funding for fi refighters to provide for a 

rapid initial fi re attack where it did not previously exist



Irvine fire was a recipe for disaster. It became a rare 
victory for firefighters in grim year.

- Los Angeles Times
October 30, 2020
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� “Communities were built under 
the state’s most recent fire 
code”…And “despite 45mph 
gusts launching embers into the 
suburban sprawl, where cars sat 
bumper to bumper trying to flee 
the oncoming flames, not a 
single home was lost or seriously 
damaged.”
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Decarbonization
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• A new home built in California 

is 70% more energy efficient 

than a home built 15 years 

ago.
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Cost of Net Zero Housing
• California will need to add 4 more kW of PV

($12-$16k)

• California will need to add 1-2 batteries per 
home ($15-$30k)

California Rooftop Solar Mandate
- at least 3kW of PV on the roof ($9-$12k)
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“California’s residential electricity prices grew 2.7x 
faster than the rest of the country in 2021.” 

- The Wall Street Journal
March 11, 2022

“California average RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY PRICE 
for the last 12 months ending in January 2022 was 
75% higher than the U.S. average.”

- California Center for Jobs and the Economy
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“California energy officials warned the state may be at risk of blackouts for the 

next three summers due to power supply shortages and extreme weather.

The state could be short about 1,700 megawatts this summer -- enough power 

for about 1.3 mill ion homes - and that gap may widen to about 1,800 

megawatts by 2025, officials said Friday during a media call. These forecasts 

don’t include other factors such as extreme regional heat waves or wildfires 

that can take down power lines, they said.”

California Warns of Possible Summer Blackouts as 
Power Runs Low

- Bloomberg
May 6, 2022

• State says energy supplies could be short through 2025
• California has struggled to keep l ights on past two summers
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- Alice Reynolds, President

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)

(Los Angeles Times 3/24/22)

“There’s batteries, there’s electric vehicles, 
there’s energy efficiency, there’s heat pump 
water heaters, there’s load flexibility. All of 
those things are going to impact electricity 
demand.”



Homebuilders must respond to 
consumer preference/choice

� 50+ California jurisdictions have passed natural gas 

bans or l imitations on new construction

� 114+ California jurisdictions have pledged energy 

choice for their communities

� In response to California, at least 22 states have 

enacted laws that prevent cities from placing bans on 

natural gas
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California Housing Trends

� California's three most populous cities al l  experienced 
population loss – Los Angeles, San Diego & Orange.

� Californians in search of more open space 
continued to trade city l ife in major urban centers l ike 
the Bay Area and Los Angles for suburban and rural  
communities, l ike the Central  Val ley and Inland Empire.

� High construction costs, inflation, ris ing interest rates 
and slower than expected pandemic 
recovery

- California Department of Finance
May 2, 2022
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Electric Vehicle 
Mandates
� Current California standards require 10% "EV-

capable" parking spaces in new multi -

family construction. (10%)

� A new requirement starting June 1, 2023 requires 

that 25% of parking spaces must have access to an 

electrical outlet ("low power" 240 volt), another 

10% of "EV-capable" spaces, and 5% fully 

functioning EV-charging equipment. (40%)
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• Assembly Bill (AB) 1738

• Assembly Bill (AB) 2075

• Senate Bill (SB) 1482

Electric Vehicle Legislation



Average Household 
Income for CA EV 

Buyer

• Per IRS data, 62% of 2018 EV tax credit beneficiaries had incomes exceeding $200,000.

• "Prices are now soaring for key ingredients in EV batteries – battery grade cobalt prices are 
up 119% from January 1, 2020 through January 1, 2022. Nickel sulfate gained 55% and lithium 
carbonate rose 569%.

- The Wall Street Journal
February 7, 2022

Average Household
Income for CA Tesla 

Buyer

Average Cost of an 
EV

$173,000 $305,000

EVs + Multi-Family
Questions & Costs

$62,876
Axios / AP July 2021
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Water Conservation 
in New Homes and 
Apartments
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All plumbing fixtures in new residential dwellings must comply with the 

following:

• Water closets: ≤ 1.28 gallons/flush

• Showerheads: ≤ 1.8 gallons/minute

• Bathroom lavatory faucets: maximum flow rate ≤1.2 gallons/minute

• Kitchen faucets: ≤ 1.8 gallons/minute

Compared to a home built in 1980, a similar 3-
bedroom home with four occupants constructed 
to today's stringent water conservation standards 
uses 50% less water.



Outdoor Water 
Consumption 
Cut By 25%

� New residential developments must comply with the 

Department of Water Resources Model Water Efficiency 

Landscape Ordinance (MWELO) or with a more stringent 

landscape ordinance adopted by the local jurisdiction.

� This mandate took effect January of 2016 and results in 

a minimum 25% reduction in landscape water 

consumption.
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Why should 
focus turn to 
the Existing 
Housing 
Stock?
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There are approximately 14 mill ion homes and apartments in 

California today. On average, we are adding only 100,000 new 

units to that each year. At this rate, a policy that focuses on 

new construction will only impact 7% of the total housing stock 

over the next decade. While existing homes and commercial 

buildings are required by statute to retrofit their plumbing 

fixtures and install those which comply with water conversation 

standards required of new homes, that statute contains no 

penalty for non-compliance. As an example of the benefits to 

be gained by aggressively focusing on retrofit in existing 

housing stock, consider that many of these older homes are 

equipped with toilets manufactured in the 1940s through 1960s 

and are sti l l using 4- or 5-gallon tanks compared with the 1.28-

gallon tanks in new homes.
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Vehicle Miles 
Traveled (VMT)
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In December 2018, the California Resources Agency adopted new regulations for the 
implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Among them is a new 
"environmental" impact known as Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) .

VMT will require projects to quantify how many miles home buyers or renters will drive to work, 
to the store, for recreation or any other purpose.

The ideological approach of VMT is to get people to abandon their individual vehicles and 
take public transit. Accordingly, the regulation views congestion as a good thing, since it 
slows down traffic.

• A 15% inclusionary housing requirement will add 10.6% (on average 
$72,000) to the cost of the market rate homes in the project

• Eight stories or more is 5.5-7.5 times the cost to build a 2-story home

In the 2021 Priced Out study produced by NAHB, for every $1,000 you increase the cost of a 
home in California, almost 12,000 California households are priced out of the market.

Californians' commute distances are inversely proportional to housing costs, i .e., resident 
drive farther to find housing that they can afford.
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Net Energy 
Metering (NEM) 3.0
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Current NEM 2 Issues
Current NEM rules in effect today provide a robust level of incentives for 
those with rooftop solar. This has helped foster the installation of over one 
million rooftop solar systems throughout California, by far the most in the 
nation. However, the current NEM rules do not establish a method by 
which rooftop solar owners pay into the pool of money that is used to 
maintain and upgrade the electrical grid (e.g.; fire-hardening, usual grid 
maintenance). This is analogous to the case where electric vehicle 
operators do not pay the gas tax which is used to maintain roads and 
highways. Also, studies have shown that those without rooftop solar 
systems are paying roughly $170-$200 a year to subsidize those with 
rooftop solar.
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NEM 3.0 Proposed Decision

After lengthy deliberation, the PUC has issued a new proposed net energy 
metering tariff (NEM 3.0) that includes a monthly fee of $8/kW per month, 
which would add an average of $50 to the monthly electric bill of a typical 
solar customer. In addition, the NEM 3.0 proposal would reduce the value 
of credits given to customers in exchange for energy they send to the grid 
by about 80%. This current decision is strongly supported by labor, the 
utilities, and ratepayer advocates while strongly opposed by the solar 
industry.
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CBIA's Concerns with the Current "Proposed Decision"

• CBIA's primary concern is the negative impact to the solar lease option, 
which 2/3rd of CBIA's homebuilders use in selling their homes.

• The proposed regulations effectively rewrites existing 
contracts for existing solar customers without providing them the 
necessary glidepath to make their existing contracts viable.

• While builders could shift to community solar farms to offset increase 
costs, there is only one community solar farm currently certified by the 
CEC (SMUD territory).

• The proposed reduction (80%) in NEM rate credit will worsen housing 
affordability.

• The $8/kW fee places the "cost-effectiveness" of the rooftop PV 
mandate into question.
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Embodied Carbon
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Embodied carbon is the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions associated with 
materials and construction processes throughout the whole lifecycle of a 
building or infrastructure.

It includes any CO2 created during the manufacturing of building 
materials (material extraction, transport to the manufacturer, 
manufacturing), the transport of those materials to the job site, and the 
construction practices used.

Put simply, embodied carbon is the carbon footprint of a building or 
infrastructure project before it becomes operational. It also refers to the 
CO2 produced maintaining the building and eventually demolishing it, 
transporting the waste, and recycling it.
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• Assembly Bill (AB) 2446

• Senate Bill (SB) 1297

• Product Costs?

• Product Performance?

• Product Availability?

Embodied Carbon Questions



• Rentals
• High Density Infill
• Single-Family
• ADUs
• Affordable
• Master Planned Communities
• Custom

CALIFORNIA BUILDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

We Want Housing For All!
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Chris Ochoa

Chris Ochoa serves as CBIA’s Senior Counsel  for Codes, Regulatory and 

Legis lat ive Affai rs . Chris has nearly a quarter century of experience as an 

attorney and lobbyist  navigat ing the nat ional and state bui lding code 

adopt ion process in Sacramento and Washington, D.C. As a pract icing 

attorney and legis lat ive advocate, Chris represents the CBIA before state 

boards and commissions, and at the State Legis lature. Chris also 

represents the CBIA on several  working groups and committees, including 

the CA State Fi re Marshal’s Wildf i re Mit igat ion Advisory Committee and 

Chapter 7A Work Group, the CA Bui lding Standards Commission’s Bui lding 

and Fi re Code Advisory Committee, the Nat ional Associat ion of Home 

Bui lders (NAHB) Cl imate Change Committee and Codes and Standards 

Sub-Committee, the CA Fi re Safe Counci l , and the CA Bui lding Off icials 

(CALBO) Bui lding & Fi re and Legis lat ive Committees.

(916) 443-7933, x351
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